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20% ETH PURCHASE BONUS - TERMS AND CONDITIONS
A. Introduction
1. BLUEBELT is running the “20% ETH Purchase Bonus” (hereinafter referred to as the
“Promotion”) and invites all new and existing clients of BLUEBELT to participate. By
participating in this Promotion, you agree to be bound by the Terms and Conditions as these
are set out below.
2. The Terms and Conditions is an integral part of the “BLUEBELT Terms of Services & Policies” and
provisions set herein are considered as an annex of all “BLUEBELT Terms of Services & Policies”.
B. Interpretation of Terms
1. “Account” shall mean a Client’s trading account with BLUEBELT into which the Client has been
verified fully at level 2 within the Promotion Period.
2. “General Account” shall mean a main-service Client’s trading account with BLUEBELT into
which Client can deposit and withdraw their funds via available payment methods provided by
BLUEBELT.
3. “Instant Buy” shall mean a trading service under General Account into which the Client can buy
bitcoin or ethereum immediately (instantly) from local fiat currency.
4. “Exchange Account” shall mean a sub-service Client’s trading account with BLUEBELT into
which the Client can buy or sell crypto currencies with other BLUEBELT’s clients.
5. “Margin Trade Account” shall mean a sub-service Client’s trading account with BLUEBELT into
which Client can trade on leverage and margin crypto currency pairs.
6. “Operative Agreements” shall mean the agreements entered into by the Client and BLUEBELT
that govern all trading activity of the Client with BLUEBELT. Operative Agreements consist of
the Terms of Services and Privacy policies, as these may be found in the Account Opening
Agreements section of the websites of BLUEBELT and as these may be amended from time to
time.
7. “Promotion Period” shall mean from August 5th, 2018 (6:00 AM GMT+9) to December 31st,
2018 (6:00 AM GMT+9).
8. A bonus of 20% ETH Purchase Bonus shall mean the bonus amount of ethereum which is
credited into Client’s trading account, equals to 20% of the total ETH amount you successfully
purchase in BLUEBELT Instant Buy, hereinafter referred to as the Bonus.
9. A “new applicant” means that the applicant who has never registered to apply for a live
account with BLUEBELT and is accepted by BLUEBELT as a client.
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10. “Existing Client” means a client of BLUEBELT that already has an open account prior to Sunday,
August 5th, (6:00 AM GMT+9).
11. Any words whose meaning is not defined herein shall have the meaning provided in the
Operative Agreements.
C. Specific Promotion Terms
1. By opening a new account with BLUEBELT under this Promotion, the applicant acknowledges
they have read and agreed to be bound by these terms and conditions (Terms) and BLUEBELT’s
Operative Agreements. Any capitalized words not defined in these Terms will have the same
meaning given to them in BLUEBELT’s Operative Agreements.
2. To be eligible for the Promotion, you must be either qualified for the following conditions:
a. To be an Existing Client before the Promotion starts;
b. To be genuine new applicants of BLUEBELT that opens a live trading account (meaning, not
a

“demo”

account)

via

the

relevant

banner

on

the

Company’s

website

https://www.bluebelt.asia/, its subdomains for each country, or any other link(s) as
specified by BLUEBELT between August 5th, 2018 (6:00 AM GMT+9) to December 31st, 2018
(6:00 AM GMT+9) (inclusive of the Offer Period unless the Offer is closed earlier), and meet
the other criteria contained in these Terms.
3. You must be over 18 years of age to register to apply for an account.
4. The Bonus amount is denominated in Ethereum (ETH) and equals to 20% of the total ETH
amount you successfully purchase in BLUEBELT Instant Buy.
For example, you deposit your fiat money, then instant buy 1 ETH, you will receive 0.2 ETH as
the bonus. The total ETH balance is 1.2 ETH.
5. The Bonus will be credited into your General Account at 4:00 PM GMT+9 of the next business
day, after your ETH instant purchase has been successfully executed.
6. All Eligible Clients will receive only one entry per unique IP address during the Promotion
Period. Multiple registrations from the same IP are not permitted nor multiple 20% ETH
Purchase Bonus Accounts register with same personal details. BLUEBELT will in its sole
discretion determine whether an applicant is a genuine new applicant by assessing (including
among other things, assessing the IP address of the applicant and the close affiliate(s)) whether
the applicant is associated or affiliated with any other existing account holder of BLUEBELT,
including those with previously closed accounts.
7. BLUEBELT in its sole discretion may assess any affiliation, having regard to (among other things)
the intention of the Bonus and any information we request that you provide to us.
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8. BLUEBELT reserves all rights in the interpretation of these terms and conditions.
9. The Bonus cannot be (i) transferred to any other person; (ii) transferred to another account
holder or account; or (iii) exchanged for other benefits provided by BLUEBELT.
10. Once the Bonus has been credited to your General Account, you may use the bonus amount as
initial funds to trade on Exchange, Instant Exchange or as excess margin on Margin Trade.
11. The bonus and the profit attributed from trading the Bonus can be withdrawn if you complete
at least 50% of your ETH Bonus on BLUEBELT Exchange during the promotion and two (2)
weeks after the promotion ends. The completed trade on exchange is when your buy or sell
order is matched.
For example, you deposit your fiat money, then instant buy 1 ETH, you will receive 0.2 ETH as
the bonus. The total ETH balance is 1.2 ETH. By 2 weeks after the promotion ends, once you
transfer ETH and trade on BLUEBELT Exchange platform at least 0.1 ETH (i.e. you complete
Buy/Sell 0.1 ETH), you are eligible to withdraw.
12. Two weeks after the Promotion ends, if you have not qualified to the condition in Clause 11,
the Bonus will expire.
13. Clients with citizenship from the following countries are not eligible for this Promotion: The
USA, Japan, Korea and China.
D. General Terms
1. In the event that any dispute and/or misrepresentation is made in relation to the above
applicable Terms, such dispute and/or misrepresentation shall be resolved by BLUEBELT, acting
in good faith and as it shall, in its sole and absolute discretion, be deemed fit and proper.
BLUEBELT’s decision shall be final and binding.
2. BLUEBELT may amend or discontinue this Promotion without any prior notice to current Clients
or prospective applicants and without having to compensate anyone for that.
3. If BLUEBELT suspects a Client has abused or attempted to abuse this Promotion to the
detriment of BLUEBELT beyond the intention of the Promotion, then BLUEBELT may deny,
cancel or withdraw the Bonus to that Client, and either temporarily or permanently terminate
that Client’s access to the online services and suspend or close the Client’s account. This may
also apply if the Client has breached BLUEBELT’s Operative Agreements.
4. BLUEBELT shall not be held liable for any margin call or losses that the client may suffer,
including but not limited to losses due to Stop-out Level, if the Bonus is withdrawn for any
reason pursuant to the Terms and Conditions set out herein.
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5. This Bonus is limited to one applicant per IP address. If BLUEBELT suspects that the Client has
more than one account under this Bonus, then BLUEBELT reserves the right, without the
Client’s consent to withdraw the “bonus” (and any applicable profits attributable to this
“bonus”) from the Client’s trading account. If any losses are incurred as a result of such
withdrawal by BLUEBELT, BLUEBELT will not be held liable for any loss, costs, expense or
damage which may be suffered in connection with you participating in the Bonus and which by
law may not be excluded by these terms.
6. The crypto currency contracts are over-the-counter derivatives. You may incur a loss that
exceeds your initial investment in your Account, especially during volatile or illiquid
circumstances in the market. Investing in over-the-counter derivatives carries significant risks
and is not suitable for all investors. You could lose substantially more than your initial
investment. When acquiring our derivative products, you have no entitlement, right or
obligation to the underlying financial asset. You should consider the risks involved in transacting
in crypto derivatives Contracts before deciding whether to participate in our Margin Trade
service under this Promotion. BLUEBELT recommends that you seek your own independent
personal financial advice before you decide to invest in our products.
7. Notwithstanding the translated language of this document, the English wording shall be the
binding version in the event of any discrepancy between the two languages.
8. The client understands and agrees that this promotional Offer is not an inducement to begin
transacting with BLUEBELT.

